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A deterministic sequential device receives one input symbol at a time, prints output 
symbols from left to right on an output tape, and halts for some input sequences. 
Such a device can be used to compute some representation f the value of a function 
when some representation f the argument of the function is supplied as input. Lower 
bounds to the times required to find the values of the function and to averages of those 
times follow, even if the device is very powerful. The bounds can be attained by 
sufficiently powerful devices (which may not be finitely describable) and can be 
approached by finite-state machines when the appropriate representations of the 
range and the domain are chosen. A speedup theorem permits almost all values to be 
computed more rapidly, but does not reduce the average time to find a value. A uni- 
versal three-state automaton computes the values of any properly represented function 
taking at most twice the average time required by the best computer for that function. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Turing-machine theory it is customary to demonstrate he computability of a 
function f: N--* N defined from the integers to the integers by first choosing some 
particular epresentation f the domain (say a unary encoding) and some particular 
decoding of the output ape (say a count of the number of l's it contains). Then a 
machine or algorithm Z is constructed which, given a unary encoding of k ~ N on its 
input tape, produces an output ape containing f(k) l's and halts. 
The choice of which representation a d decoding to use is not crucial in that theory. 
So long as alternate representations are computable functions of one another, choice 
of representation does not affect he class of computable functions which the procedure 
defines, and which is the principal outcome of the theory. However in exploring the 
complexity of a computation the choice of representation a d decoding obviously can 
make a great difference. 
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An akernative approach uses the class 3 of deterministic, sequential halting auto- 
mata, and defines "X  computes f: Df --+ RI" to mean that there exists ome representa- 
tion of the domain Df and some decoding of output apes onto the range Rf such that 
the automaton X, using that representation a d decoding, always gives the right 
answer. Then the central issue in Turing theory disappears; all functions of countable 
range are computable, and a very simple machine computes them all (Theorem 1). 
Not all issues disappear, however. Even when the representation a d decoding are 
chosen to make the computation aseasy as possible, the fact that the automaton X must 
halt puts limits on the permissible representations (Theorems 2-3) which in turn 
limits the times required by X to find the values o f f  (Theorem 5). Simple machines 
can be almost as fast as complex machines (Theorems 6, 7), and when R I is infinite 
almost all computations can be speeded up (Theorem 8) but there is no improvement 
on the average (Theorem 9), and there is a universal three-state machine which 
computes the values of each computable functions in an average time at most twice as 
great as the time taken by the optimal computer for that function (Theorem 10). 
One-tape Turing machines are no more powerful than three-tape machines, and need 
as much input tape, but can be faster under this definition (Theorem 11). 
The results are all consequences of the observation that if a deterministic machine 
in a fixed initial state halts after receiving any one of a set of finite input sequences, no 
one of the sequences it receives before it halts can be the beginning of another. An 
immediate consequence is that the lengths of the sequences in the set must satisfy an 
inequality well known in information theory as the Kraft inequality, which thus gives 
lower bounds on computing times for automata. 
Permitting free choice of representation and decoding reduces the problem of 
function evaluation to a probelm of communicating encoded values from the input 
to the output. The lower bounds obtained are essentially information-theoretic 
bounds on the time and memory required for this communication. While such com- 
munication is not all of computation, it is a necessary part and sometimes dominant, so 
the bounds are very broad and sometimes tight. 
2. HALTING AUTOMATA AND THE COMPUTATION OF A FUNCTION 
A deterministic, sequential halting automaton X is a machine which receives as input 
a string of symbols from a finite input alphabet B, prints as output a string of symbols 
from a finite output alphabet C, and sometimes halts. Since X is deterministic, a given 
input always causes X to print the same output, so X computes a partial function o~ from 
inputs in B* to outputs in C*. Since the output is not defined until X halts and stops 
printing, ~o is defined as a function only on those inputs which cause X to halt in 
finite time. Each such automaton therefore defines a "characteristic function," 
~o: 9.I(X) --+ ~(X), which maps the "acceptance" set ~(X) _C B* of inputs for which X 
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halts in finite time onto the "output" set 9 (X)  _C C* of outputs which X prints before 
it halts. 
The set S of deterministic, sequential halting automata includes machines of very 
simple structure. For example the "[ B [-symbol halt-on-b 0 copying" automaton X o 
is a two-state device with state set S ---- {si, sh} and identical input and output alphabets 
B ---- C. X o always starts in initial state s t . Given input sequence bE B*, X o remains 
in state s t while it copies the beginning of b onto its output tape, and halts in s h after 
reading and printing the first occurrence of the symbol b o ~ B. The acceptance and 
output sets of X 0 are 
~(X0) = B* --  {B -- {b0}}*, 9(X0) = {B -- {b0}}*b 0 . (2.I) 
3 also contains more powerful machines. If a three-tape Turing machine has 
characteristic function w, there is an automaton X ~ S which computes ~ at least as 
fast. Giving X an infinite-state set S and permitting it to print a string output e(t) ~ C* 
in unit time lets X carry out in one step all of the computation and printing which the 
three-tape Turing machine carries out between its successive left-to-right accesses to 
its input tape. 
I f  a user U wants to compute a function f :  D 1 --~ R 1 , he cannot use an automaton 
X ~ 3 to do so unless the domain D I and range R I are sets of strings from finite 
alphabets. Any halting computer can only compute its characteristic function, from 
strings to strings, on some subset of its acceptance set. 
I f  U nonetheless asserts that X ~ S computes his function f :  D I--> R~, where 
D I is not in ~I(X) and R I is not in ~(X),  it is because he has in mind some representa- 
tion p: D I --* 9.I of the domain o f f  by a subset 9.I s _C 9.I(X) of the acceptance set of X, 
and some decoding 6 :91  --~ R 1 of a subset 9 i  C ~(X)  of the output set of X onto 
the range off.  
The representation p and decoding 6 are not part of the computer X, but part of the 
user U. There are however three necessary conditions which p, 6 and o) must meet if an 
X with characteristic function oJ is to compute f in any sense useful to any user. 
(I) The "representation" p is a binary relation from all of D I onto a subset 
~11 _C ~I(X) of the acceptance set of X. Each d ~ D I is taken into a subset 
p(d) C_ 9Ii, and any string b ~ p(d) is said to "represent" d. 
(II) The "decoding" 6 has as domain the set ~s  = w~ll of outputs printed by 
X with inputs in 9.11, and is a "function" from ~I  onto R I . 
(II I) The computation is correct. That is, for any d ~ D I when any b e p(cl) is 
supplied to X and gives output e = w(b) = oJ o p(d), the decoding 6(c) of e satisfies 
f(d) ---- 6(c) ---- 6o o~ o p(d), d r D , .  (2.2) 
(Note the order of functional and relational composition: ~(/3(x)) = a o/~(x).) 
In particular, w o p must be a function. 
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These conditions are summarized in the following diagram, 
a 
DI ' ~1 -- 9.I(X) _C B* 
(relation) 
~ $ restriction of co $ co (2.3) 
RI , OI _C O(X) _C C* 
where all arrows denote total and onto functions or relations. 
We say X e ~ computesf"weakly" if there is a p satisfying (I), a 8 satisfying (II) and 
if p, 8, ~o and(  satisfy (III). The computation is said to be "strong" iff in addition 8 is 
a 1-1 function so that ] O r ] = ] R r t, and to be "very strong" iff it is strong and p is 
also a 1-1 function so that ]Dr] = I 9-It I. 
Stronger equirements arise in a natural way in dealing with the computation of 
families of functions. For computation of a single function there seems to be no stronger 
natural requirement on p and 8 than that each be simply a 1-1 relabeling of one set 
onto another. The weaker definitions describe existing users. Users of one-tape 
Turing machines use a $ which maps all binary strings containing just k l's into the 
integer k, which is not a 1-1 decoding. The user of a computer with a forgiving com- 
piler can spell an argument d e D r in several different ways; his p is one-many. And the 
computation of a function l ikef(d) ---- (FdT)2 for real d requires amany-one representa- 
tion like p(d) = Cd.n 
Whether a particular X E 3 computes a particular function f does not depend on 
whether the computation is weak or strong. 
THEOREM 1. Let f: D I ~ R I and let X ~ F. have output set O(X). 
(i) If[ O(X)[ < ] R, [, X does not compute f weaMy. 
(ii) If] O(X)[ ~ [R 1 ], X computes(strongly. 
(iii) In particular the halt-on-zero two-state copying automaton X 0 with 
B = C = {0, 1}, computes all functions of countable domain very strongly. 
Proof. (i) From the diagram (2.3). [ O(X)] ~ ]O1[ ~[ RI [. Q.E.D. 
(ii) Choose a subset Of _C O(X) of size 1 OI[ = [ Rs [. For each e ~ OI choose one 
b E co-l(e) to form ~I  C ~(X). Then w is 1-1 from ~1[ I onto O i .  Let 8 be any 1-1 
function from OI onto R I . Then the function p defined by 
p(d) = co-lo 8-1o f(d), d E D,,  (2.4) 
satisfies III and 8 is 1-1; so the computation is strong. Since p maps all d in the set 
{d'~D,  I f (d )=f (d ' )}  onto the same sequence b = w-lo 5 -1 of(d), p is not 1-1 
and the computation is not very strong unless f itself is a 1-1 function. 
(iii) Let B -~ C = {0, l} and suppose first that f maps integers onto integers, 
DtC_N , R,C_N, N ={0,  1, 2,..}. 
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Then let 
p(d) = 1 l(a) 0 I a, 8(e) = [ e [ - -  1. 
X o copies f (d )  l 's followed by one 0 onto its output tape and halts, and 3 maps that 
sequence onto f (d) .  Requirement I I I  is met, p is a 1-1 function and so is 8, since 
~I_C 1"0 contains at most one string of each length in N + = {1, 2, 3,...}, so the 
computation is very strong. If  R I and D I are countable but not in N, using two 1-1 
enumeration functions c~: D 1 --~ N and/3: R I ~ N and setting 
p(d)= 1 ~~ 01 ~ca), d~D I ,  
~(c) =/3-1(I e l  - 1) 
will do. If  D I is not countable its enumeration must be dropped. If  R I is not countable, 
X does not compute f  weakly by (i), since ~(X)  C C* is a countable set. 
Comment. Whenf i s  defined on a finite domain, both the positive and the negative 
parts of Theorem 1 are significant. When the domain is infinite, the significant result 
is the negative statement (i). The positive statements (ii) and (iii) do not in general give 
an"effective" procedure to compute an arbitraryf. Their purpose is rather to emphasize 
the very weak character of the definitions ( I - I I I )  of "X  computes f ,"  and therefore the 
very great breadth of the negative result (i) and of the implications of that negative 
result with respect o times and memories which come next. This comment applies 
also to the positive parts of later results. 
3. DISTINGUISHABLE SETS AND THE KRAFT INEQUALITY 
Exploring the implications of Theorem 1 requires a more detailed description of 
the class 3 of halting automata. An automaton X ~ ~ has input alphabet B, output 
alphabet C and state set S with an initial state s~ and a halting state s h . The operation 
of X is determined by a next-state function g: S c x B -~ S, where S c +- S --  {sh} is 
the set of states in which operation continues, and by an output printing function 
~:Sc xB~C* .  
X starts in initial state s(t) = s(1) =- s i at time t = 1 with a blank output tape. In 
state s(t) ~ Sc at time t, X receives an input symbol b(t) ~ B, prints an output string 
c(t) = y(s(t), b(t)) ~ C* on its output tape concatenated to the right of earlier printing 
and enters its next state s(t + 1) = a(s(t), b(t)) ~ S before receiving the next input 
symbol. In state s(t) = sh, X halts, receiving no further input and printing no more 
output. 
Let b ~ B* be a finite string. Then ] b ] denotes the length of b, and we write b'  D_ b 
i fb '  ~ B* and b is a prefix ofb' .  (Both notations arise from considering b as a function 
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b: Nb ~ B defined on an initial interval Nb = {1, 2 , . ,  ] b l} of the positive integers. 
Then b is a set of ordered pairs, I b I is the size of the set, and b' D_ b iff the ordered 
pairs of b' include those in b.) 
X "accepts" an input b ~ B* iff for some integer T(b) ~ I b I, X receives the T(b) 
input symbolsb(t), 1 ~< t ~< T(b), and halts at time T(b) + 1 in state s(T(b) -t- 1) = sh. 
The acceptance s t 9.1(X) _C B* is the set X accepts, which causes X to halt in finite 
time: the output set 9(X)  C C* is the set of strings X prints before it halts, and the 
characteristic function ~o: 9.I(X)~ 9(X)  assigns to each input string b e 92(X) the 
output string c = co(b) in O(X) which X prints before it halts given input b. The 
function T: ~I(X) ~ N which counts the number T(b) of input symbols received by 
X with input b e ~(X) before it halts is the "time" function of X. 
Define the closures, la of a string b ~ B* and ~ of a subset ~ C B*, by 
6 ={b'+B*Lb'D_b}, ~ = U b. 
b~ (3.1) 
Then any b' E la has b as prefix. If b is in the acceptance s t 9.I(X), then X with input 
b' halts at t = T(b) + 1 ~< Ib I + 1 and never eceives the last I b'] -- T(b) ~> Ib' I -- I b I 
symbols of b' e la. This proves the following. 
THEOREM 2. 
closure 
Let X ~ S have acceptance s t N(X) C_ B*. Then 92(X) is closed under 
~(x)  = (~x)  
and the functions co: 92[(X)--* s and T: 9.I(X)--+ N are constant on the closures of the 
members of 9d(X). 
A set ~ _C B* is "distinguishable" iff there is an X E 3 whose domain N(X) includes 
and whose characteristic function oJ takes different values ~o(b) @ o)(b') for every 
pair b, b' ~ ~3, b :~ b'. Such an X is said to "distinguish" (among the members of) 
the set ~. 
THEOREM 3. A set fB C B* is distinguishable iff the closures of its members are disjoint. 
Proof. Necessity of disjoint closures follows from Theorem 2, since if b, b' e 9.I(X) 
and 6 r3 b' D_ b" then co(b) = co(b') = co(b"), so that X does not distinguish b and b'. 
Sufficiency requires construction of an X given a set ~ with disjoint closures. 
Let ~B' be the set of all proper prefixes of strings in ~B; 
~'  = {b' ~ B* l(b e ~B)(b D_ b')}. (3.2) 
Then the null sequence h is in ~'.  Let h = si, the initial state of X. Let Sc = ~3' u {st}, 
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where st is a trap state for inputs not in ~3. Let B = C and let 7 copy the input onto 
the output tape, and define the next-state function a by concatenation; 
lsb, sb e ~3', 
~(s, b) ----- t sh, sb s ~3, (3.3) 
st,  s : s t  or sb not in ~ 'u~,  
~,(s, b) = b, s ~ ~3'. 
Then all states are distinct by disjoint closures, and X halts for all and only the strings 
in ~3 = 92(X). Q.E.D. 
As in the proof of Theorem 1 the construction is weak; it need not be effective 
unless ~3 is a finite set. But the converse statement is correspondingly strong; not even 
a nonconstructive X (e.g. a Turing machine with oracles) can distinguish between 
members of a set whose closures are not disjoint. 
Theorem 3 implies that not all members of a large distinguishable set can be small. 
To show this, define the L-closures G/. of b ~ B* and ~L of ~ _C B* by 
fiL = lamB z, ~L=~nB z, (3.4) 
where B L denotes the set of strings over B of length L. Then bL = ~ for ] b ] > L, 
and filling in the L -- ] b I values not specified by b in all possible ways gives 
I 6L I - -  IL-I% I b I ~ L.  (3.5) 
Let ~3 be distinguishable. Then by Theorem 3, its members have disjoint closures. 
Since subsets of disjoint sets are disjoint and bt. _C b, theL-closure of the members of ~3 
are also disjoint, and are all subsets of B L. Thus for any L e N, 
I bE~ I b~3 b~.  I bI<L b~3. Ibl~<L (3.6) 
The sum in (3.6) is a uniformly bounded increasing function of L, so its limit has 
the same bound and at L : oo, 
I B I-Ibl ~< 1. (3.7) 
be~3 
Let 
~(L) = I{b ~ ~3 I L -- I b lJl (3.8) 
define the "distribution function" 4: N-*N of the sizes of strings in ~. Then 
rewriting (3.7) proves the first half of Theorem 4. 
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THEOREM 4 (The Kraft Inequality for Distinguishable Sets). 
(i) Let ~ C B* be distinguishable with distribution function ~b. Then 
~. I B I -Ibl = ~ ~b(L)] B ]_z ~< 1. (3.9) 
be~ L~ N 
(ii) Let ~b: N---~ N satisfy (3.9). Then it is the distribution function of a distinguish- 
able set ~ C B*. 
Comment and Proof. A set ~3 has disjoint closures iff no one of its members is the 
"prefix" of another. Such a set is said in information theory to satisfy the prefix 
condition. The inequality (3.9) is the well-known Kraft inequality [5]. Proofs that the 
prefix condition implies the Kraft inequality and that satisfaction of the inequality 
by ~b implies the existence of a set satisfying the prefix condition with length distribu- 
tion ~b are given in most information theory texts for finite sets of sequences (e.g. 
[4, Chap. 3]). The extension to infinite sets is trivial. The application to halting auto- 
mata is new. We prove (ii) for convenience. 
If ~b satisfies (3.9) and ~b(0) @ 0, then ~b(0) ---- 1 and ~b(L) =- 0, L >/1. Then ~B =- {h} 
is complete and distinguishable with distribution ~b. If ~b(0) -= 0, construction of ~3 is 
inductive. To construct ~3 n B L+I given ~3 c~ B~ for 0 ~< j ~ L, subtract from B L+I 
all strings in the (L + 1)-closures of ~3 n BJ, 0 ~<j ~<L. This leaves 
L 
I B [ L+I -- ~ $(j)[ B [L+I-j >~ ~b(L + 1) (3.10) 
j=O 
sequences of length L + 1, by (3.9). Add the first $(L + 1) of them in lexographic 
order to form ~3 N B L+I. No added sequence is in b for b ~ ~3 (3 B L by construction, 
and all have disjoint closures since they are distinct and of the same length. 
Thus, 
= 0 (~B n B L) (3.11) 
/7-0 
has disjoint closures and distribution $. (Note that this procedure is effective iff 
the function ~b(L) can be effectively computed for each L.) Q.E.D. 
4. COMPUTING TIMES FOR INFINITE- AND FINITE-STATE AUTOMATA 
The principal application of Theorems 3 and 4 is to limit the speed of computation 
by halting automata. 
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THEOREM 5. 
(i) Let X ~ 3 weakly compute f: D I --* R I using representation p: D I -~ 9.I 1 and 
decoding 8: 9 i  --~ RI and taking minimum time 
r(r) = min{T(b)l b ~ 9I I , 8o ~o(b) = r}, (4.1) 
to print an output sequence c ~ 3-1(r) which decodes into 3(c) = r ~ R I . Then 
~': Rf -'+ N satisfies 
I B I -~l'' ~< 1. (4.2) 
r~Ry 
(ii) Let ~: R I--~ N satisfy (4.2). Then there is an X ~ g with copying output 
function which strongly computes f and always takes time T(r) to print the 
output sequence c = 8-a(r). The computation is very strong iff Df is countable. 
Proof. (i) For each r ~ R~ let b ' ( r )~ w-lo 8-1(r) be an input sequence which 
attains the minimum in (4.1), so that T(b'(r))----~-(r), and let b(r) be the ~-(r)-symboI 
prefix of b'(r) which is actually received by X before X prints e E 84(r) and halts. 
Then I b(r)[ ---- ~(r). Let ~ I  =- {b(r)l r ~ RI}. Then ~I  _C 9~(X) and X distinguishes 
~I ,  since 3 is 1-1 on oJ~ I so that X prints a different answer before halting for each 
b(r) ~ ~t .  Thus ~I  has disjoint closures by Theorem 3.2, and so satisfies the Kraft 
inequality by Theorem 3.3, and the Kraft inequality is (4.2) since f b(r)[ = r(r) 
for b(r) ~ ~I"  
(ii) Construct a set ~3f_CB* of size [~ I ]= RII with distribution function 
r given by 
r = l{r e R 1 I r(r) = n}l. 
Since ~- satisfies (4.2), ~ I  satisfies the requirements of Theorem 3 (ii), and the con- 
struction there will do. Let 3 map ~I  1-1 onto R I so that r(8(b)) = I b 1, b e ~1- 
Then the copying automaton constructed in Theorem 3 will copy b e ~ I  from the 
input tape to the output tape, and setting p(d) = 3 -1 o f (d)  gives strong computation 
since 8 is 1-1. To make p 1-1 when D I is countable, concatenate o p(d) a string of 
a(d) copies of some b 0 e B as in Theorem 1 (iii), where a: D I --+ N is an enumeration 
function; the operation of X is unchanged. Q.E.D. 
The positive part (ii) of Theorem 5 is weak since the X constructed via Theorem 3 
has an infinite state set if Rf is infinite. For finite R I a finite state set will do, and 
Theorem 6 bounds its size. For infinite RI ,  Theorem 7 gives a finite approximation 
result. 
THEOREM 6. Given ~b: N--+ N with 
r ~ 0, Z ~b(n) < o% nm,x = max{n lr > 0} 
nQN 
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and 
~b(n)[ B [-" ~ 1, (4.3) 
n~N 
there is a set ~ C B* with length distribution ~ which is distinguished by an I S l-state 
copying automaton with 
]SI ~<3+ • (n--1)~b(n)=3+~ (Ib[-1), (4.4) 
heN bE~ 
LS l<~[B l~m~x+l .  (4.5) 
Proof. Equation (4.4) is a bound on the states in the automaton constructed in 
proving Theorem 3; the trap state s t , the halting state s h , the initial state s i = A, and 
at most one distinct state for each of the I b I - -  1 nonnull proper prefixes of each 
b E ~3. Equation (4.5) bounds the number of interior nodes in a full I B I-ary tree of 
depth nmax plus two (for s t and sh). 
The bounds in Theorem 6 are not best possible. For example when ~3 = B L, an 
(L + 1)-state counting automaton which halts after copyingL input letters needs only 
L+I  = 1 +log lB i I~ l  (4.6) 
states, while Theorem 6 gives at best I~  [ + 1. Donna Brown [1] has shown that 
a number of states which grows like nma xz  will always suffice. 
In any case, however, an infinite number of states will be required for most infinite 
sets ~.  Theorem 7 shows that while a finite-state automaton may not be able to do 




Let k be a positive integer k ~ N +. Then there is a 1-1 map Ok : B* ~ B* 
] G(b)l ~< (1 + l/k) l b ] 
and a finite-state copying automaton Xk ~ X,  such that if f~ C_ B* is distinguishable, then 
Xk distinguishes the set 
X~ has ] Sk ] states, where 
1Sl1 = 3; 
~k = 0k~3 = {0(b)l b ~ ~3). 
IS~I  ~<]B lk '+k+2,  k>/2 .  (4.7) 
Proof. For b E ~B with [ b ] ~< k2, set 0k(b ) = b. For [ b ] > k 2, divide the last 
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I b [ -- k 2 symbols of b into consecutive blocks of k consecutive symbols each, padding 
out the last block to length k by adding 
krl b tlk 7 --  I b l  ~< k - -  1 
terminal copies of a single symbol b 0 ~ B. Insert an additional copy of b 0 between each 
pair of blocks, so that it becomes the (k + 1) st symbol of each block but not the last. 
Add a second symbol b 1 4= b0, b 1 6 B, as the (k + 1) st symbol of the last block. 
Concatenate the blocks of (k + 1) symbols each generated in this way in order, 
following the first k 2 symbols of b, to form b' = 0k(b). Then 
/ Ok(b)l = I b 1, I b I ~ k~, 
I Ok(b)l = k ~ + (k § 1) ([ b I - k2)/k, I b I > k~, 
k ~+(k+ 1) ( Ib l+k- -  1--k~)/k 
= ]b [(1 + 1/k) --  1/k <~ I b I (1 -t- 1/k). (4.8) 
The finite-state automaton X which distinguishes ~ '  has a continuing-state set 
S~ made up of two parts. S 1 _C Sr is the continuing-state s t of an automaton which 
copies and halts for all strings in the finite set ~ n ~3k of strings whose length is ~< k z. 
By (4.5) in Theorem 4.2, 
1Sl1 ~ IB I  k2, 
since S 1 does not include sh. 
S 2 is a set of k + 1 additional states. X reads and prints the k2-symbol prefix of 
each b ~ ~ with ] b ] > k 2 and enters the first state in S 2 . X proceeds through the 
chain of k + 1 states, reading and printing the input symbol before entering each 
state. In the last state, if X reads (and prints) b 0 it returns to the first state in S~ ; 
if X reads (and prints) b 1 it enters sh and halts. Thus 
I S ]  = l s~ l -4 - ts~] - -P  l ~ ]B]k" +k  + 2. 
At k = 1, S = {s i , s x , sh} will do, with 
a(si, b) = sx, a(Sl, b) = t si '  b = bo, 
Is h , b b 1 . Q.E.D. 
Comment. The bound (4.7) is also not always best possible, since there are infinite 
sets which attain equality in the Kraft inequality and which are distinguished by 
finite-state machines. For example the unary encoding of the integers given by 
k--* 1~ (4.9) 
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maps N = {0, 1, 2,...} onto the infinite set ~B = 1" 0 _C {0, 1}* which halts the halt- 
on-0 copying automaton with alphabet {0, 1}. For this set ~b(n)----1, n ~N + = 
{i, 2, 3,...}, and there is equality in the Kraft inequality since 
~ 2-~=1. 
5. ~PEEDUP AND AVERAGING RESULTS 
All the preceding results deal with the sets of times required by some X e 3 to 
computer:  D I --* R I for the various values in R I . I f  R I is infinite, so is the set of times 
taken by X to compute and print the coded value 3-1(r) for r E R I . In that case there is 
always another automaton X '  which is faster than X for almost all r ~ R I . 
THEOREM 8. Let X e 3 weakly compute a function f: D: ~ R/ of infinite (but 
countable) range ] R 1 ] = IN[  in minimum time r: Rt---~ N. Then for any j ~ N R I can 
be divided into two parts, Rj C R I which is finite, f R~ [ < oo, and R /  = Rf -- R~ , 
] R / I  = I N I, and a copying automaton X '  can be constructed which strongly computesf 
always taking time -/: R I --+ N with 
r'(r) = t " : ( r ) - j '  r~R, ' ,  
~(r )+ l ,  reR~-. 
(5.1) 
Proof. The convergence of the sum (4.2) in Theorem 5 guarantees existence of 
a finite set Rj such that 
Using the r'  of (5.1) gives 
IB i - "m = IB I  j 
r~ R..: r~ R/" 
]B [-,or) ~ [B [-r 
rG R I  ~ 
IB I - ' r  -1 ~ [B[-'r ~ IB  [ -1 + IB1-1 ~ l  
re Rj 
for I B ] >/2. Then Theorem 5 gives the construction of a copying automaton X '  ~ Z 
which eomputesf  and always takes time z'(r) to print c e 3-1(r) before halting. Q.E.D. 
Unfortunately the speedup construction increases computing time on the average 
unless the initial set was badly chosen, as is shown in Theorem 9. 
Theorem 5 gives necessary and sufficient conditions on the distribution ~b of the 
sizes of the members of a distinguishable set but gives no one-number lower bound to 
the sizes. Such bounds are possible for finite ~B, where one can ask for a lower bound 
to the size of the largest b ~ ~3 or the average value of I b I averaged over ~B with equal 
57t/9/2-6 
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weights. For infinite ~B the largest string is infinite, the equal-weight average is not 
defined, but any reasonable limiting definition is also infinite. But other averages exist. 
The situation is summarized in Theorem 9. 
THEOREM 9. Let Q = {qi I i ~ I} be any set of positive probabilities indexed by a 
countable index set I. Let H(Q) denote its entropy computed with base I B [ logarithms: 
q, > O, ~ q, = 1, H(Q) = -- ~ qe logtB tq, .  
i e l  i e l  
(i) Let ~ C B* be distinguishable and of size I I  I, ~ = (be l i ~ I}. Then 
q~ I b, I >~ H(Q). (5.2) 
i s l  
I f  in addition 1 11 is finite, 
(1/1~ I) ~ b[ >~ loglnll~ 1, (5.3) 
max{I b I I b ~ ~3} ~ rloglnl I ~ 11. (5.4) 
I f  I I I is not finite, for each integer k ~ N + all but a finite subset of ~ has 
I b l>h.  
(ii) For each Q there exists a set ~'  = {bi' [ i ~ I} which is distinguished by a 
finite-state copying automaton X ~ 3 with 
q, I b / l  < H(Q) + 1. (5.5) 
(iii) If[ I1 is finite, for each k ~ N + there is a distinguishable s t ~" of size k which 
attains equality in (5.4), and there is a distinguishable s t ~" of size ] B ]k which 
attains equality in (5.3). Equality is attained in (5.2) iff for each qi ~Qi, 
- loglzlq i is an integer. 
Comment and Proof. Most of part (ii) of Theorem 9 is known as the variable-length 
source coding theorem in information theory, and part (i) as the converse. The usual 
proofs (e.g. [4]) cover only finite cases, but the extension to countable sets is 
immediate. The finite-state distinguishability in (ii) is new. To prove it, let 
[b~l = -rloglnlqi 7 ~- (1 - 3i) - logtnlqi, 0 < 3i ~< 1. (5.6) 
Then 
X q, I b, I = Y~ q,0 -- ~,) + H(Q) = (1 - 8) + H(Q), (5.7) 
i e l  i e l  
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where 
and 
8 = ~ qi3 i > O, 
iE1 
I B I -I~,' ~ ~ q~ = 1, 
i e l  i~l 
so that this choice satisfies the Kraft inequality. Then by Theorem 7 there is a finite- 
state copying automaton which distinguishes a set of sequences ~B' whose lengths 
are given by Ib / [  ~< (1 + 1/k)l bi I, so that 
qi ]b j I  ~ (1 + 1/k) ~ q~ I b~ [ ~ (1 + 1/k)(H(Q) q- 1 -- 3)). (5.8) 
i e l  iEl  
For finite H(Q), choose k >~ 2(H(Q) + 1 -- 8)/8, proving (5.5). Equality in (5.2) is 
attained at 8 = 1, as shown by (5.7). Equality is attained in (5.3) by using I B [e 
sequences oflength k, and in (5.4) by using k sequences oflength log181 k. Q.E.D. 
Comment. The average performance (ii) of Theorem 9 is attained in the computa- 
tion of a function f: D I ~ R I by (a) choosing a 1-1 decoding function 3, (b) then 
constructing p so as to map each inverse image 8-1(r), r ~ R1, onto a distinct member of 
a distinguishable s t ~3 of size ] R I 1, and (c) then constructing X by the construction 
used in Theorem 3 with 9.I(X) = ~3. The probability qi of bi ~ ~3 is therefore the 
probability of some value r ~ RI, and so of some set 3-1(r)C D I of arguments. 
Knowledge of the distribution Q of such probabilities i required for two purposes; 
(a) to evaluate the bound 1 + H(Q) on average computing time, and (b) to construct 
the set ~3, and thus the automation X which satisfies that bound by finding the 
lengths of each I bil from (5.6) and using the construction mentioned in the proof 
of Theorem 4. 
While the average time required to evaluatef must depend on Q (at least for infinite 
RI) , it is not necessary to know Q in order to design an automaton X which computes 
any computable function f having any distribution Q of probabilities R I which takes at 
most twice the average time required by a machine designed to match Q exactly. 
THEOREM 10. For each alphabet size ] B I >/2 there is a universal distinguishable 
set ~3 = {bn [ n e N +} E B* which is distinguished bya universal 3-state copying automaton 
XI81 9 
(i) ~3 has the following property. Let Q = {qn [ n ~ N ~} be any set of probabilities 
indexed in decreasing order. 
i< j~q i~q j~O,  i , j~N +. 







unless H(Q) = ~.  
XIB I computes any function f: DI---~ R~ of countable range with probabilities 
Q'(r) defined for r ~ R t in average time <~ 2 + 2H(Q'), and no X ~ ~ computes 
f in average time < H(Q'). 
Any monotone decreasing set Q of probabilities has 
n 
1 >7 ~ qk>~nq., 
q. <~ 1/n, loglsl(1/q.) >1 loglBIn. 
H(Q) = ~ q. loglB I (1 /q . )>/~ q. logtB tn. (5.9) 
n=l  "a~l 
Construct bn by first writing the standard base -I B ]representation f the integer 
n ~ N +, which takes 
1 + LlOgl~lnj (5.10) 
symbols from B, and then placing b a ~ B between each pair of written symbols and 
b 0 6 B, b o :# bl, at the end of the string. The acceptor XIB I cycles between an odd 
state s i and an even state s e and halts in s h when it receives the symbol b 0 while in 
state s e . Then I b, I is twice (5.10), and substituting from (5.9) proves (i). The ine- 
quality (5.9) is due to Wyner [8]. The existence of universal representations and the 
explicit bound (i) on average size are new. 
To prove (ii) requires construction of p and 3 to be used with Xln I . Index the 
members of R I in order of decreasing probability, so that Q'(r,+l) ~ Q'(rn) for n ~ N +, 
and set q. = Q'(rn). Define p and 3 by 
p(d)=b,,  iff f (d )=r , ,deD 1; 3oo J (b , )=r , ,1  <n<lR1 l .  
Then q, is nonincreasing and H(Q) = H(Q'), so (i) proves (ii). Q.E.D. 
Comment. While the distribution O' on R t is not needed to construct the automaton 
XIB I , it is needed to define the p and 3 which XIB I uses in computing f at nearly 
minimal average time. However the detailed knowledge required by (5.6) is not needed; 
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it is only necessary to be able to order Rf by decreasing probability, and the same p and 
3 work for all Q' which impose the same order on R I . 
6. BOUNDS ON MEMORY AND ONE-TAPE TURING MACHINES 
I f  an X ~ 3 receives its input by the (left-to-right or random) accessing of one cell 
of an input tape per unit time, the minimal numbers of ceils it accesses to find the 
values of f: D I ~ R I are bounded below by the same bounds as the minimal times 
required for the computation, for if X accesses any cell twice it can be replaced by 
a faster X'  which does not do so, but stores the result of the first access in its state-space. 
Thus all bounds on minimal times needed to compute f (d )  are also bounds on minimal 
amounts of memory needed to store p(d). For very strong computation X will need 
more tape than time when f is not 1-1, since then X will not read all of p(d) (see 
Theorem 1). These results bound three-tape Turing machines, which are no faster 
than automata in ~, but not single-tape Turing machines. 
In Turing-machine theory it is known that three-tape machines are as powerful 
as one-tape machines and faster. However a one-tape machine need not transfer 
information from one tape to another, so it is not subject to information-theoretic 
limitations on the speed of such transfers, which permits it to save time but not tape 
under our conventions. 
THEOREM 11. There is a one-tape one-state Turing machine Z o which strongly 
computes every function f: D I ~ R I of countable range, very strongly iff f is I-1, always 
taking time r(r) = 0 before halting with c = 3-X(r) printed on its tape for any r ~ R I . 
Proof. Z o has one state si, and sh = si, Sc = ;3. Placed in initial state si with 
b = p(d) on its input tape, Z o halts, leaving p(d) as output. Let 3 be any 1-1 map from 
a subset 9.11 ~ B* onto R I and let p(d) = 3 -1 of(d), d E D 1 . Then Z0computesf trongly , 
since 3 is 1-1. I f f  is 1-1, so is p and the computation is very strong. Q.E.D. 
Comment. Note that the trick used in Theorem 1 to make the computation very 
strong for every function with countable domain cannot be used here. I f f  is not 1-1, 
then p: D I ~ 9.i I and 3: 9.I --+ R I cannot both be 1-1 functions. The opposite choice 
is usually made in one-tape Turing-machine arguments; p is taken to be 1-1 and 3 is 
permitted to be many-one. Z0 carries out weak computations of this kind with equal 
speed, using any 1-1 p: D 1--+ ~I  B* and setting 3(p(d)) =f (d ) ,  d E Dr.  But weak 
computation is not acceptable in the storage and retrieval of information, which is the 
most natural domain of application for this model [3, 6, 7]. The function of a retrieval 
system is precisely the mapping down of a large data base to the answer to a simple 
retrieval question about hat data base, and a machine which gives the user the full data 
base and requires that his 3 do that mapping does not fulfill that function. 
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